2nd EMUNI Research Souk
The Euro-Mediterranean Student Research Multi-conference

“Books and knowledge transmission: politics, science and multicultural society”

14th June 2010
Faculty of Economics (Palazzo Fortuna)

PROGRAMME

8.30 - 10.30  CONFERENCE OPENING
(real time transmission from Egypt - Bibliotheca Alexandrina)

Opening Address:
JOSEPH MIFSUD,
President of EMUNI University

ANDREU CLARET
Executive Director of Anna Lindh Foundation

HIND HANAFY
President of Alexandria University

ISMAIL SERAGELDIN
Director of Bibliotheca Alexandrina

EMUNI Forum
(real time transmission from Egypt - Bibliotheca Alexandrina)

AHMAD MASADEH
General Secretary of the Union for the Mediterranean (TBC)

MOHAMED IBRAHIM HSAIRI
General Director of Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Tunisia

KYRIAKI PAPAGEORGIU
European Commission’s Delegation to Egypt

MOHAMED BOUDRA
President of Conseil Régional Taza Al Hoceima Taounate (TBC)
11.00  INSTITUTIONAL OPENING

Welcome of the Rector
ANTONINO RECCA

Introduction
FRANCESCO PRIOLO
Rector’s Delegate for Internationalisation

11.20  CHAIRMANS’ PRESENTATIONS

ROBERTO TUFANO
SALVATORE AMATO

12.0  Brunch
(Offered by ERSU)

13.00  INSTITUTIONAL FORUM

LAURA PALAZZANI (LUMSAUniversity – Rome)

“From multicultural bioethics to intercultural bioethics: a way of communication between cultures”

IMMA ASCIONE (Director of Naples State Archive).

“Organisation du réseau des Archives en Italie”

DISCUSSION

15.00  STUDENT SECTION A

Chairman: ROBERTO TUFANO

15.00  STUDENT SECTION B

Chairman: SALVATORE AMATO

CONCLUSIONS